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Rem ove those Pesky Blind Spots w ith the RiderScan Mirror
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Written by Brandon

I love it when someone makes a simple and elegant solution to a problem that one
deals with everyday. The new RiderScan blind spot mirror is one of those solutions.
Created by a Scot. named Stephen Hunter (those clever Scot.'s) who is himself an
avid motorcyclist, the RiderScan gives a rider a 180 degree view of what is going in
your typical motorcyclists' blind spot (and a bit more actually). Since the mirror is
placed in front of the rider they will of course see themselves in the view but also see
what is right next too and behind them where your factory mirrors may not. Now this
mirror does have quite a bit of distortion, as any 180 degree mirror would, and it isn't
meant to be your only mirror, but it clearly (see the video after the break below) helps one spot other vehicles just out of
your normal vision.
We haven't had a chance to see one in person yet but the theory is sound and as I said, I'm a big fan of simple and
effective solutions. The price doesn't seem to out of reach either at £36.00 (that's just over $56.00 US) for the mirror and
there is a handlebar mounting kit for £16.99 ( $26.50 US). There is no USA dealer yet that I can find but they do state on
their website that they are working on keeping international shipping to around $15.00 US. Want to know more? So do we.
I've already reached out to Stephen (as I'm writing this actually) to see if I can get a few minutes of his time to get more
info. If you have any questions you'd like asked leave a comment below and I'll see if Stephen can answer it. You can click
the video below to see a quick 30 sec. demo shot from bike with the RiderScan installed. You can see more videos at their
website.
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